Attendees

Ananthan, Geng, Jantz, Marker, Mills (recorder), Morgan, Triggs, Yu

Agenda

1) Announcements – All
2) 8.1.x items - All
3) 8.2 - All
4) JIRA – Mills
5) Jobs & Reports - Triggs

Announcements

- Three day Fedora 4.x workshop at Columbia this Fall. Cost is $450 per seat. We may be interested if we are migrating to Fedora 4.x
- RUconnect migration will take place near the end of August

8.1.x Items

- WMS – Binding LDAPR attributes received for a lookup is not mapping correctly. This causes issues with Scholarly Deposit collection creation. Yu has fix ready and will place on test for evaluation. *Update: The fix was placed on test and signed off*
- Solr indexing issue with ampersands. Resource with field values that contain an ampersand and not an entity are not being indexed. The indexer is failing because the ampersand value is breaking the index for that resource. Triggs has a fix in place on test and it has been vetted.
- Solr index addition. Adding a field for degree grantor. This field will be used for rendering the new Scholarly Browse lists that are made public. That application will be upgraded after the new index field is in place and all resources have been indexed. Triggs has the fix in place on test and it has been vetted.
- An issue was found with pyramidal TIFF creation in the WMS pipeline. A RGB color space flag is being applied and that creates a quality issue in some cases. Yu will look to see if a fix can be added for 8.1.2. *Update: Yu identified a fix, placed it on test and it has been vetted*

8.2 & JIRA

8.2 is only bug fixes and performance enhancements. Mills has migrated all appropriate issues from software.libraries to JIRA for this release. Please use JIRA for 8.2 and beyond work. Everyone should review what is remained in software.libraries that are marked active and bug. If something was not migrated that should have been let Mills know. Issues in software.libraries that are not bugs, but are marked active will be migrated at a later time.

When using JIRA note that the status “test” does not exist. The proper status workflow in JIRA is:

**Open** ---when developing--> **In Progress** ---ready for test--> **Resolved** ---When fixed--> **Close Issue**, otherwise **Reopen Issue**

Developers, please mark issue **In Progress** once you have claimed the issue and are working on it.
Jobs & Reports

- Days 11 & 12 of the RARCH datastream migration from external to managed has been run. One item that failed the migration was a test resource that was purged many years ago – Triggs reported.
- Geng and Triggs will work on a solution to support the management of datastreams with expired XACML policies.
- New thumbnail generation script is ready to run on staging with commit datastream to the repository flag enabled – Mills reported.
- An update to the handle server is ready. The enhancement add case insensitive look ups of the handle for redirection. A number of failed attempts were made that this should correct. The original handle server was case sensitive. – Mills reported.